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/*
* AVRAssembler1.asm
*
* Created: 9/7/2554 9:40:18
* Author: xp
*/
.org 0
rjmp
RESET
rjmp
RESET
rjmp
RESET
RESET: ldi
r16, 0b11111111
out
DDRB, r16
ldi
r16, 0b00000000
out
DDRD, r16
loopit: in
r16, PIND
out
PORTB, r16
rjmp loopit

;Reset Handle

;load register r16 with all 1’s
;configure PORT B for all outputs
;load register r16 with all 0’s
;configure PORTD for all inputs
;read the state of the pin on PORTD
;and copy it to PORTB
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(Assembly Language)

IJK  L6ก M 
[label:]
[label:]
Comment
Empty line

directive
instruction

[operands]
[operands]

[Comment]
[Comment]

$  KกJ 120  ก" (TU%JVKก Assembler)
"# $%
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  %& '( (label field)
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6XJ T 0 YU 9
6XJ[[ก""  KJ @ _ 6XJMJ (K $ก$5)
L6ก M  ก"LกTM 1 YU 3 Kก\MK TU%JMJM 
 ก"IJTM T) 
`)  MM  J (:)  ( 6  ก MJ $5IM VKก 45
EQU )
) M%W5#%4ก J$J T#$$V W Directive
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( 45T 6" (assembler directives field)
 6"# $% $ 45VK 2 
 45T 6##
 45T 6"
4 5 J$% LKYVกJ46IM ก  6## JKMYVก66XJ
" W5 K$IMW54J   กIMdVMIM4 ก T$J6กKJก
ก4J KIMก  6 L $5VK ก4J KIJJK  L4  YUกก4J
4JK $5VTK 6ก KJ DB, DW  DD K 45KJ$%M$d
K KJK  L4IJT 6## 4J 45KJ$%$K ก4J K
Kh 5TK  KIJ6L\กW56JIJก$ ก
 KJ%J
"# $%
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 K 45T 6"
Directive
INCLUDE
CSEG
DSEG
ESEG
BYTE
DEF
DB
DW
DEVICE
EQU
MACRO
ENDMACRO
LISTMAC
SET
LIST
NOLIST
ORG
EXIT

Description
Read source from another file
Code Segment
Data Segment
EEPROM Segment
Reserve byte to a variable
Define a symbolic name on a register
Define constant byte(s)
Define constant word(s)
Define which device to assemble for
Set a symbol equal to an expression
Begin macro
End macro
Turn macro expansion on
Set a symbol to an expression
Turn listfile generation on
Turn listfile generation off
Set program origin
"# $%
Exit from file

45KJ$%
 IMLM$
. (LGJ4JM)
KJ
.ORG 0
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45T 6" INCLUDE
The INCLUDE directive tells the Assembler to start reading from a specified file. The
Assembler then assembles the specified file until end of file (EOF) or an EXIT directive
is encountered. An included file may itself contain INCLUDE directives.
Syntax:
.INCLUDE “filename”
Example:
.EQU
.EQU
.EQU

sreg=0x3f
sphigh=0x3e
splow=0x3d

.INCLUDE “iodefs.asm”
in
r0,sreg

; iodefs.asm:
; Status register
; Stack pointer high
; Stack pointer low
; incdemo.asm
; Include I/O definitions
; Read status register

"# $%
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45T 6" BYTE
BYTE - Reserve bytes to a variable
The BYTE directive reserves memory resources in the SRAM. In order to be able to
refer to the reserved location, the BYTE directive should be preceded by a label. The
directive takes one parameter, which is the number of bytes to reserve. The directive
can only be used within a Data Segment (see directives CSEG, DSEG and ESEG).
Note that a parameter must be given. The allocated bytes are not initialized.
Syntax:
LABEL: .BYTE expression
Example:
.DSEG
var1:
table:

.BYTE 1
.BYTE tab_size

; reserve 1 byte to var1
; reserve tab_size bytes

ldi
ldi
ld

r30,low(var1)
r31,high(var1)
r1,Z

; Load Z register low
; Load Z register high
; Load VAR1 into register 1

.CSEG

"# $%
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45T 6" DB
DB-Define constant byte(s) in program memory or E2PROM memory
The DB directive reserves memory resources in the program memory or the EEPROM
memory. In order to be able to refer to the reserved locations, the DB directive should be
preceded by a label.
The DB directive takes a list of expressions, and must contain at least one expression.
The DB directive must be placed in a Code Segment or an EEPROM Segment.
The expression list is a sequence of expressions, delimited by commas. Each expression
must evaluate to a number between -128 and 255. If the expression evaluates to a negative
number, the 8 bits two's complement of the number will be placed in the program memory
or EEPROM memory location.
Syntax:
LABEL: .DB expressionlist
Example:
.CSEG
consts: .DB 0, 255, 0b01010101, -128, 0xaa
.ESEG
eeconst:.DB 0xff

"# $%
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45T 6" DW
DW-Define constant word(s) in program memory or E2PROM memory
The DW directive reserves memory resources in the program memory or EEPROM
memory. In order to be able to refer to the reserved locations, the DW directive should
be preceded by a label.
The DW directive takes a list of expressions, and must contain at least one expression.
The DB directive must be placed in a Code Segment or an EEPROM Segment.
The expression list is a sequence of expressions, delimited by commas. Each expression
must evaluate to a number between -32768 and 65535. If the expression evaluates
to a negative number, the 16 bits two's complement of the number will be placed in the
program memory location.
Syntax:
LABEL: .DW expressionlist
Example:
.CSEG
varlist:

.DW 0,0xffff,0b1001110001010101,-32768,65535

eevar:

.DW 0xffff

.ESEG
12
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45T 6" DEF
DEF - Set a symbolic name on a register
The DEF directive allows the registers to be referred to through symbols. A defined symbol
can be used in the rest of the program to refer to the register it is assigned to. A register
can have several symbolic names attached to it. A symbol can be redefined later in
the program.
Syntax:
.DEF

Symbol=Register

.DEF
.DEF
.CSEG

temp=R16
ior=R0

Example:

ldi
in
eor

temp,0xf0
ior,0x3f
temp,ior

; Load 0xf0 into temp register
; Read SREG into ior register
; Exclusive or temp and ior
"# $%
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45T 6" CSEG
CSEG - Code Segment
The CSEG directive defines the start of a Code Segment. An Assembler file can consist
of several Code Segments, which are concatenated into one Code Segment when
assembled. The BYTE directive can not be used within a Code Segment. The default
segment type is Code. The Code Segments have their own location counter which is a
word counter. The ORG directive (see description later in this document) can be used to
place code and constants at specific locations in the Program memory. The directive
does not take any parameters.
Syntax:
.CSEG
Example:
.DSEG
vartab:
.CSEG
const:
mov

; Start data segment
.BYTE 4 ; Reserve 4 bytes in SRAM
; Start code segment
.DW 2 ; Write 0x0002 in prog.mem.
r1,r0
; Do something

14
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45T 6" DSEG
DSEG - Data Segment
The DSEG directive defines the start of a Data Segment. An Assembler file can consist
of several Data Segments, which are concatenated into one Data Segment when
assembled. A Data Segment will normally only consist of BYTE directives (and labels).
The Data Segments have their own location counter which is a byte counter. The ORG
directive (see description later in this document) can be used to place the variables at
specific locations in the SRAM. The directive does not take any parameters.
Syntax:
.DSEG
Example:
.DSEG
var1:
table:
.CSEG

.BYTE
.BYTE

1
tab_size

; Start data segment
; reserve 1 byte to var1
; reserve tab_size bytes.

ldi
ldi
ld

r30,low(var1)
r31,high(var1)
r1,Z

; Load Z register low
; Load Z register high
; Load var1 into register 1
15

45T 6" ESEG
ESEG - EEPROM Segment
The ESEG directive defines the start of an EEPROM Segment. An Assembler file can
consist of several EEPROM Segments, which are concatenated into one EEPROM
Segment when assembled. The BYTE directive can not be used within an EEPROM
Segment. The EEPROM Segments have their own location counter which is a byte counter.
The ORG directive (see description later in this document) can be used to place constants at
specific locations in the EEPROM memory. The directive does not take any parameters.
Syntax:
.ESEG
Example:
.DSEG
vartab:

.BYTE 4
.ESEG
eevar:
.DW
0xff0f
; EEPROM
.CSEG
const:
.DW 2
mov
r1,r0

; Start data segment
; Reserve 4 bytes in SRAM
; Initialize one word in
; Start code segment
; Write 0x0002 in prog.mem.
; Do something
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45T 6" EXIT
EXIT - Exit this file
The EXIT directive tells the Assembler to stop assembling the file. Normally, the Assembler
runs until end of file (EOF). If an EXIT directive appears in an included file, the
Assembler continues from the line following the INCLUDE directive in the file containing
the INCLUDE directive.
Syntax:
.EXIT
Example:
.EXIT

; Exit this file

"# $%
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45T 6" LIST  NOLIST
LIST - Turn the listfile generation on
NOLIST - Turn listfile generation off
The LIST directive tells the Assembler to turn listfile generation on. The Assembler
generates a listfile which is a combination of assembly source code, addresses and
opcodes. Listfile generation is turned on by default. The directive can also be used
together with the NOLIST directive in order to only generate listfile of selected parts of
an assembly source file.
Syntax:
.LIST
Example:
.NOLIST
.INCLUDE
.INCLUDE
.LIST

“macro.inc”
“const.def”
"# $%

; Disable listfile generation
; The included files will not
; be shown in the listfile
; Reenable listfile generation
18
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45T 6" MACRO  ENDMACRO
MACRO - Begin macro
The MACRO directive tells the Assembler that this is the start of a Macro. The MACRO
directive takes the Macro name as parameter. When the name of the Macro is written later
in the program, the Macro definition is expanded at the place it was used. A Macro can
take up to 10 parameters. These parameters are referred to as @0-@9 within the Macro
definition. When issuing a Macro call, the parameters are given as a comma separated
list. The Macro definition is terminated by an ENDMACRO directive. By default, only
the call to the Macro is shown on the listfile generated by the Assembler. In order to
include the macro expansion in the listfile, a LISTMAC directive must be used. A macro
is marked with a + in the opcode field of the listfile.
Syntax:
.MACRO macroname
ENDMACRO - End macro
The ENDMACRO directive defines the end of a Macro definition. The directive does not
take any parameters. See the MACRO directive for more information on defining Macros.
Syntax:
.ENDMACRO
"# $%
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 K MACRO  ENDMACRO
Example:
.MACROSUBI16
subi
@1, low(@0)
sbci
@2,high(@0)
.ENDMACRO

; Start macro definition
; Subtract low byte
; Subtract high byte
; End macro definition

.CSEG ; Start code segment
SUBI16 0x1234,r16,r17

; Sub.0x1234 from r17:r16

W5 J6XJ6ก$ 6XJ
Subi
sbci

r16,0x34
r17,0x12

"# $%
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45T 6" LISTMAC
LISTMAC - Turn macro expansion on
The LISTMAC directive tells the Assembler that when a macro is called, the expansion
of the macro is to be shown on the listfile generated by the Assembler. The default is
that only the macro-call with parameters is shown in the listfile.
Syntax:
.LISTMAC
Example:
.MACROMACX ; Define an example macro
add r0,@0 ; Do something
eor
r1,@1 ; Do something
.ENDMACRO ; End macro definition
.LISTMAC
MACX r2,r1

; Enable macro expansion
; Call macro, show expansion
"# $%
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45T 6" DEVICE
DEVICE - Define which device to assemble for
The DEVICE directive allows the user to tell the Assembler which device the code is to
be executed on. If this directive is used, a warning is issued if an instruction not
supported by the specified device occurs in the code. If the size of the Code Segment or
EEPROM Segment is larger than supported by the specified device, a warning is issued.
If the DEVICE directive is not used, it is assumed that all instructions are supported
and that there are no restrictions on memory sizes.
Syntax:
.DEVICE AT90S1200 | AT90S2313 | AT90S4414 | AT90S8515
Example:
.DEVICE AT90S1200
.CSEG
push
r30

; Use the AT90S1200
; This statement will generate
; a warning since the
; specified device does not
; "#
have this$% instruction
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45T 6" EQU
EQU - Set a symbol equal to an expression
The EQU directive assigns a value to a label. This label can then be used in later
expressions. A label assigned to a value by the EQU directive is a constant and can not
be changed or redefined.
Syntax:
.EQU label = expression
Example:
.EQU
.EQU
.CSEG

io_offset = 0x23
porta = io_offset + 2
; Start code segment
clr
r2
; Clear register 2
out
porta,r2 ; Write to Port A

"# $%
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45T 6" ORG
ORG - Set program origin
The ORG directive sets the location counter to an absolute value. The value to set is
given as a parameter.
If an ORG directive is given within a Data Segment, then it is the SRAM location
counter which is set,
if the directive is given within a Code Segment, then it is the Program memory counter
which is set and
if the directive is given within an EEPROM Segment, then it is the EEPROM location
counter which is set.
If the directive is preceded by a label (on the same source code line), the label will be
given the value of the parameter. The default values of the Code and EEPROM location
counters are zero, whereas the default value of the SRAM location counter is 32 (due to
the registers occupying addresses 0-31) when the assembling is started. Note that the
EEPROM and SRAM location counters count bytes whereas the Program memory
location counter counts words.
Syntax:
.ORG expression

"# $%
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 K 45T 6" ORG
Example:
.DSEG
.ORG 0x67
variable:.BYTE 1

; Start data segment
; Set SRAM address to hex 67
; Reserve a byte at SRAM addr. 67H

.ESEG
.ORG
eevar: .
.CSEG
.ORG

0x20
DW

0xfeff

; Start EEPROM Segment
; Set EEPROM location counter
; Initialize one word

0x10
mov

r0,r1

; Set Program Counter to hex 10
; Do something

"# $%
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45T 6" SET
SET - Set a symbol equal to an expression
The SET directive assigns a value to a label. This label can then be used in later
expressions. A label assigned to a value by the SET directive can be changed later
in the program.
Syntax:
.SET label = expression
Example:
.SET
.SET
.CSEG

io_offset = 0x23
porta = io_offset + 2
; Start code segment
clr
r2
; Clear register 2
out
porta,r2 ; Write to Port A

"# $%
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( 45 (Instruction field)
6XJ 45 $5dVMก #$$Vก4J KJ

"# $%
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( ก 4 (Operands field)
•

Registers and Operands
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Rd: Destination (and source) register in the Register File
Rr: Source register in the Register File
R: Result after instruction is executed
K: Constant data
k: Constant address
b: Bit in the Register File or I/O Register (3-bit)
s: Bit in the Status Register (3-bit)
X,Y,Z: Indirect Address Register
(X=R27:R26, Y=R29:R28 and Z=R31:R30)
A: I/O location address
q: Displacement for direct addressing (6-bit)

"# $%
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[ก"$ก

$5Y M

"# $%
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ก$5 ก I/O Ports
I/O Port T AVR K $$L 3  W
- DDRx register
- PORTx register
- PINx register
(x YU  A B C  D)

"# $%
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./01.( DDRx
IMก4J  TK  YMIM IJ6XJ x0y  JJ% L6XJ
 JG KYMIM6XJ x1y L6XJ  G KJ
ldi
out
ldi
out

r16, 0XFF
DDRB, r16
r16, 0b00000000
DDRD, r16

"#$
DDRB = 0b11111111;
DDRD = 0b00000000;
DDRA = 0b00001111;

; load register r16 with all 1ys
;  B 6XJ  G Gก 
; load register r16 with all 0ys
;  D 6XJ JG Gก 

//  B 6XJ  G กG 
//  D 6XJ JG Gก 
//  A  0  3 6XJ G  4-7 6XJJG
"# $%
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$L PINx (Port IN)
IM4 กKJTMVLกT KJ
YMMกKJTMVLก A
ldi
out
in

r16, 0b00000000 ; $L r16 M  x0y %
DDRD, r16
;  D 6XJ JG Gก 
r16,PIND
; KJTMVLก D

"#$
YMMกKJTMVLก A
DDRA = 0x00; // Set port a as input
x = PINA;
// Read contents of port a
"# $%
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16

$L PORTx
4 JM $5M 2 
1. 4JM $56XJ  G ก4JIM DDRx 6XJ x1y KJ
ldi r16, 0b11111111 ; $L r16 M  x0y %
out DDRD, r16
;  D 6XJ  G Gก 
out PORTD, r15
; KTMVLก r15 ก D
"#$
YMMกKTMVก  D
DDRD = 0x00; // Set port a as output
PORTD = 25; // K 25 ก  D
DDRC.0 = 1;
// ก4JIM c  0 6XJ G  KJ%J
PORTC.0 = 1; // 4IM"#
 C$%  0 6XJ high W x1y
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$L PORTx
2. W5ก4JIM DDRx 6XJ x0y L 4IM 6XJ JG Y
ก4JYJTTT J$%MM กก4J KIMกK$L PORTx
YMIM6XJ x1y L 4IMT $ MJ JV (Pull up) KYMIM
6XJ x0y L 4IMT6XJ Tri state
ldi r16, 0b00000000
out DDRD, r16
ldi r16,0b11111111
out PORTD, r16
in r15,PIND

; $L r16 M  x0y %
;  D 6XJ JG Gก 
; $L r16 M  x0y %
; 4IMT D $ MJ JV
; KJTMVLกT D  $5$L r15
"# $%
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$L PORTx
"#$
ก4JIM A 6XJJG  $ pull-ups KJTMVLก A
DDRA = 0x00;
PORTA = 0xFF;
y = PINA;

// make port a as input
// enable all pull-ups
// read data from port a pins

ก4JIM B 6XJJG 
DDRB = 0x00;
PORTB = 0x00;

tri state

// make port b as input
// disable pull-ups and make it tri state

ก4JIM A 4 K6XJ G K 4  J6XJJG  $ pull-ups
DDRA = 0x0F;

// lower nib> output, higher nib> input

PORTA = 0xF0;

// lower nib> set output pins to 0,
// higher nib> enable pull-ups
"# $%
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G6กก4J KIMกK I/O d $5M

register bits → DDRx.n
pin function↓
tri stated input
0

PORTx.n

PINx.n

0

read data bit
x = PINx.n;
read data bit
x = PINx.n;
n/a

pull-up input

0

1

output

1

write data bit
PORTx.n = x;

"# $%
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ก$5 ก I/O Ports

"# $%
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(G (Comment field)
6XJK J $5IM! 6ก (GMJ4JMM  W5 # J ( ; )
WVK K W5 /* ..*/ LL6XJG %   ก\M KJ
/*
* AVRAssembler1.asm
*
* Created: 9/7/2554 9:40:18
* Author: xp
*/
.org 0
rjmp
RESET
rjmp
RESET
rjmp
RESET
RESET: ldi
r16, 0b11111111
out
DDRB, r16
ldi
r16, 0b00000000
out
DDRD, r16
loopit:
in
r16, PIND
;into r16 register
out
PORTB, r16
rjmp loopit

;Reset Handle

;load register r16 with all 1’s
;configure PORT B for all outputs
;load register r16 with all 0’s
;configure PORTD for all inputs
;read the state of the pin on PORTD
;and copy it to PORTB
38
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ก.?!@ABC.ก. 
Write and debug code for
ALL AVR microcontrollers

Intelligent Editor
Assembler
Integrated C Compiler

400 Example Projects
New Project Wizard
Atmel AVR Software Framework

Debugger  
JTAGICE3 in-system debugger

$54 [ FREE
"# $%
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(Assembly Language)

"# $%
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